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Blizzard Lighting – Cooler by Design! Blizzard Lighting is a US developer and
manufacturer of LED lighting products for production, entertainment, theater, house of
worship, and architectural market. Offering a complete line of stationary and moving
head fixtures along with effects and controllers. Very high-end performance at very
affordable prices.

Cordial Cables – We are cable! CORDIAL’s product portfolio is very broad – from
instrument, microphone and loudspeaker cables to multicore systems and adapters to
DMX, MIDI and digital audio cables. Their products are innovative and a trendsetter in
the field of audio and video signal distribution.
Fulcrum Acoustics - Fulcrum Acoustic is a professional loudspeaker manufacturer
known for its unique approach to loudspeaker design. Fulcrum Acoustic overcomes
common loudspeaker performance limitations by treating advanced DSP algorithms as
integral to their designs. The result is loudspeakers that provide stunning output and
unmatched clarity even at high SPLs, in the smallest enclosures possible. All aspects of
Fulcrum products are designed with the customer in mind: enclosure shapes to
complement various architectural styles, thoughtfully designed mounting hardware for
ease of installation, and factory-verified processor settings for nearly every professional
digital signal processing (DSP) platform.
K&M - The finest in German made stands and accessories for stage, studio and
installation. K&M Stands are distinguished by innovative design, functionality and
durability.
Pelican Cases – Built To Protect. Quite simply, the finest cases in the world. Made in
America, Pelican cases are unconditionally guaranteed for life. Including Pelican Air
cases, Pelican Storm cases, Pelican-Hardigg Roto-Pack, and coolers as well as flashlights
to remote area lighting.
Radio Design Labs – The world’s premier manufacturer of high-quality audio, video,
digital and control modules. Known as the pioneer of application-specific electronic
modules, the company produces modules in several trademarked product series
including STICK-ON®, RACK-UP® and FLAT-PAK™. New England Only.

Roland Pro A/V – The worldwide leader in Professional Audio and AV mixers, switchers
and multi-format matrix switches. Improving workflow and maximizing creative
possibilities in a variety of markets including Broadcast, Corporate, Education, Legal,
Live Production, Sports, Theater, Theme Park, Videography, Visual Performance,
Worship.
Solid State Logic Live – What more needs to be said? The SSL of live boards. Simply
the finest in hand crafted British consoles. Be sure to check out the new L200!

ZOOM - Zoom Corporation has been equipping creators around the world with
innovative yet affordable audio equipment. No matter if you’re a classically-trained
pianist or a run-and-gun filmmaker, Zoom’s wide array of recording devices, multieffects processors, effects pedals, drum machines and samplers is sure to have
something that fits your gear bag and your budget.

